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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 106 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.2in.Teo (Barry) Vincent IV is a technical writer and
composer from California. He is diversity embodied. Musically there is the wild, creative and
adventurous side, as in his many compositions and improvisations impromptus. He loves to rework
songs in new ways and break the rules of music whenever possible. On the other hand, he was a top
technical writer, quality control specialist stress-testing security in large accounting firms. You see
this in music with an almost mechanical accuracy in rhythm. While Vincent was a technical trainer
and writer in Californias Silicon Valley, he also composed hundreds of his own songs, plus recorded
and performed in diverse music groups including Salsa, High-Life, African, Funk, Jazz Fusion, Jazz,
Blues, Soul, Calypso, Zouk, Soca and more. High-Tech-Accounting-Nerd by day and WildlyVisionary-Music-Artist by night! Vincents scores demonstrate his technical writing, great
composition and arranging skills and love of the master composers works. When possible he
includes guitar chords and guitar fretboards to allow the option of collaboration with many types
of accompanists. Soloists can also use the chords to aid their improvisations, and the...
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Reviews
An exceptional ebook along with the font applied was interesting to read through. it was actually writtern really completely and beneficial. Once you begin
to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Mr . Hector Cole Jr .
This written pdf is wonderful. It can be writter in easy phrases and not di icult to understand. Your lifestyle span will likely be enhance once you full looking
over this ebook.
-- Jua nita Reynolds
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